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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   5      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1560 Pacific Avenue  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):           Reliable Auto Body Reconstruction      
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address    1560 Pacific Avenue     City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 573, lot 10 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This one story brick building is reinforced with a steel frame, according to the original building 
permit.  It fills its lot, which measures 35’-10” along Pacific Avenue and has a depth of 127’-8”.  
Originally the building and lot were only 34’-4” wide, but they seem to have been widened by the 
addition of brick buttressing adjoining the west wall.  The building has a high parapet, most of which 
is devoted to signage.  Subtle brick corbelling at the very top of the parapet consists of three courses 
of stretchers and one of headers.  Immediately beneath the sign is a simple profiled cornice and a 
course of dentils.  The balance of the façade is divided into three bays of equal width, each devoted 
to a vehicle entrance with non-original roll-up steel doors.  Save for the brick buttress, the doors, and 
the signs, the façade of this building appears to be unaltered. 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


.) 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1922; building permits  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
ICARDI EXEMPTION TR  
1044 SILVER HILL RD 
REDWOOD CITY CA  94061  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  December 2009  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   2    of   5      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1560 Pacific Avenue   
B1. Historic Name:  Reliable Auto Body Reconstruction  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    unknown       B4.  Present Use:  auto repair  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1922.  Vehicle entrance doors replaced at an unknown date. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   M. J. Lyon  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    n/a  Property Type    auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History: A. J. Rich Company and Moses J. Lyon 
 


This building was built in 1922 as an investment for the A. J. Rich Company, a real estate firm, to 
designs by Moses J. Lyon.  Lyon worked in San Francisco from 1890 to 1931.  He is best known for 
his Venetian Gothic-style Ohabai Shalome synagogue at 1881 Bush Street.  It is the last survivor of his 
many prominent 19th century institutional and commercial buildings, many of which were designed for 
Jewish clients.  Among his more important post-earthquake and fire buildings are the Hildebrand 
Stables, of clinker brick, at 721 Filbert Street (1906); the J. E. Adams Building at 381-383 Bush 
(1907); and Charles S. Howard’s Buick showroom at 1595 Van Ness Avenue (1913), the latter being 
within the study area of this report.  Some very fine houses and apartments by Lyon also still stand. 
 
For a few years in the early 1920s Lyon did not maintain his own office, but instead worked in the 
employ of the A. J. Rich real estate company, the owner of the building being evaluated here.  In all 
likelihood Lyon designed other buildings for Rich besides this one. 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permits #106332 (for the grading and foundation) and 


#106824 (for the superstructure) (April 11 and 27, 1922) 
(Sketch map with north arrow required) 


Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 
directory listings for the first owner and occupants of this building, 
1921-1964 


1929 Sanborn insurance map (“auto repair”) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  December 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 


 
DPR 523B (1/95)   Pacific 1560-AB  *Required Information 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   3    of   5      Resource Identifier: 1560 Pacific Avenue   
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date    December 2009     Continuation      Update 
 
 
History -- Occupants 
 
The occupants of this building during its first five years remain unknown despite a substantial research 
effort.  The original building permit merely states that this building was to be used for “commercial 
purposes,” which is not very helpful.  With its three vehicle bays this building definitely has the 
appearance of having been built for automobile related use.  However, a search through automobile-
related categories (such as auto repair, auto tops and trimming, auto painters, tires, and vulcanizing) in 
classified listings in city directories for 1924, 1925, and 1927 failed to turn up any businesses at this 
address.  The Kelts Directory of 1927 (arranged by address) also does not list any occupant here. 
 
Occupants of this building from 1928 onward (except for a few years) have been identified, and all were 
auto repair shops.  They were: 
 


1928-1930:  Fred Kahn and Son, auto repair 
 


1932-1933:  Roe M. Dodge, auto repair 
 


1937-1939:  Brondolo and Icardi, Reliable Welding Works.  This business performed welding, radiator 
repairing, fender and body repairing and painting.  Previously it had been at 1620 Pacific Avenue.  Then in 
1937 the two partners split up, Joseph Icardi moving to 1560 Pacific under the old firm name, and Frank 
Brondolo remaining at the old address. 
 
1940-1964:  Reliable Auto Body Reconstruction.  This was Joseph Icardi’s business, now (in 1940) with a 
new partner, Guy Paulazo, and under a new name.  This business remained here through at least 1964, and the 
present business here has virtually the same name. 


 
In sum, this building had 33 years of use as an auto repair shop beginning in 1928 (through 1964). 
 
This building holds a record of sorts.  Counting Reliable Welding Works (1937-1939) and Reliable Auto 
Body (1940-present) as the same business, it has been the longest-lasting auto-related business in one 
building in the study area.  (One other comes very close, namely Hal Metzel, the Auto Tailor, at 42 
Twelfth Street, 1938-present).  However, this study employs 1964 as an end date for consideration of 
buildings for potential historic significance, and using that end date, this building is considered to have 
had 33 years of known auto repair use. 
 
History -- Context 
 
The best examples of auto repair shops in the study area would be the oldest examples (i.e. buildings 
whose auto repair use began at the earliest dates), those with the greatest longevity of such use, and 
those with the highest integrity.  Larger repair shops are also better examples than smaller ones (age, 
longevity, and integrity being roughly equal).  A list of “best examples” would not include automobile 
showrooms where auto repair was  subordinate activity to auto sales.  It would also not include buildings 
that had a narrow, specialized use such as tires, brakes, or battery service, or an auto painting shop; those 
might be best considered as separate building types. 


(Continued next page.) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   4    of   5      Resource Identifier: 1560 Pacific Avenue   
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date    December 2009     Continuation      Update 
 
 
History – Context (continued) 
 
A summary of the best examples in the study area (compared with 1560 Pacific) follows below: 
 


Eight buildings in the study area are clearly older and longer-lasting examples of auto repair shops relative to 
1560 Pacific.   Beginning with the earliest examples, they are:  1465 Pine (30 years of such use beginning in 
1917), 1634 Pine (45 years beginning in 1919), 843 Polk (44 years beginning in 1920), 650 Polk (41 years 
beginning in 1920), 845 Polk (39 years beginning in 1920), 300 Grove (37 years beginning in 1920), 824 Ellis 
(35 years beginning in 1920), 1765 California (43 years beginning in 1921). 
 
Four buildings are similar in age and longevity to 1560 Pacific, but are better examples of auto repair shops 
because they are substantially larger buildings, and thus had greater capacity.  They include:  1528-1540 Pine 
(33 years beginning in 1926), 550 Turk (30 years beginning in 1927), 55 Oak (35 years beginning in 1929), 
and 1522 Bush (34 years beginning in 1931). 
 
Two buildings have less longevity than 1560 Pacific, but they are much earlier examples, and on balance 
should be considered as better examples of auto repair shops.  They are 155 Grove (23 years beginning in 
1915) and 731-799 Van Ness (25 years beginning in 1917).  The latter building also had much greater 
capacity than 1560 Pacific. 
 
One building has less longevity than 1560 Pacific, and became an auto repair shop at a substantially later date, 
but is so much larger that it should probably be considered as a slightly better example.  That building is: 730 
Ellis (29 years beginning in 1936).  It also has a long history of other auto-related uses. 


 
In all, fourteen buildings in the study area should be considered as much better examples of auto repair 
shops than 1560 Pacific is, and one should be considered a slightly better example. 
 
Approximately 20 other buildings in the study area were used as auto repair shops for several years or 
longer in their history.  Some of these have poor integrity and thus can no longer be considered as good 
examples of this building type.  Some began their auto repair use in the 1930s, rather late in the history 
of this building type.  Some had only brief longevity in this use.  Several were built for other uses, such 
as public garages, and are better considered as examples of those building types.  It is unknown how 
many good examples of auto repair shops survive elsewhere in San Francisco. 
 
Integrity 
 
The only alteration of any note to the façade of this building has been the replacement of the three 
original vehicle entrance doors with new ones.  This kind of alteration has been almost universal among 
auto-related buildings in the study area.  What makes such an alteration more serious in the case of 1560 
Pacific is that the three vehicle entrances of this building make up a large percentage of its façade area.  
On balance, this building retains integrity of location, design, and association, while integrity of 
materials, workmanship, and feeling have been somewhat diminished.  Integrity of setting has also been 
diminished through new construction in the vicinity. 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   5    of   5      Resource Identifier: 1560 Pacific Avenue   
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date    December 2009     Continuation      Update 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as 
automobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according 
to the criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings 
were auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto 
painting shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry 
in San Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a 
building are its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in 
local auto industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to 
evaluations of buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-
1964. 
 
The earliest known use of 1560 Pacific as an auto repair shop was in 1928, making it a moderately early 
example of such a building.  With 33 years of such use in its history (through 1964), it has excellent 
longevity in this use.  The integrity on the whole is good, though it is diminished because the three non-
original vehicle entrance doors take up a large percentage of the total façade area. 
 
As outlined above, 1560 Pacific is (by the criteria given in the Context section above) the sixteenth best 
example of an auto repair shop in the study area.  An argument could be made that all good examples of 
this building type have historic significance, on the grounds that sixteen (or 20, or 25) is not a large 
number of examples to represent this aspect of San Francisco’s early automotive history.  However, of 
the fifteen better examples cited above, fourteen of them are so much better that 1560 Pacific does seem 
to lack significance by comparison.  The large percentage of its façade area that is devoted to modern 
vehicle doors reinforces this evaluation.   
 
For these reasons, this building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register of Historical 
Resources under Criterion 1, at the local level, for its use as an automobile showroom.  For similar 
reasons, it also does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2.  
Architecturally, this building is very modest, and thus it also does not appear to be eligible for the 
California Register under Criterion 3. 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   5      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1645-1661 Pacific Avenue  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):                 
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address      1645-1661 Pacific Avenue     City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 595, lot 13 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  


This building was built in two parts.  The eastern portion, numbered 1645 Pacific, is much the larger of the 
two, being two stories in height and about 100 feet in width; while the western portion, 1661 Pacific, is one 
story in height and about 25 feet in width.  The two structures occupy a single lot (125 feet along Pacific 
Avenue by 127’-8” in depth), appear to have been under common ownership since the early 1920s, and are 
shown as joined in an early Sanborn map; and hence are being evaluated together on this form. 
 
The larger structure, 1645 Pacific, has a visible west wall that is clearly brick masonry; however, the 1948 
Sanborn map states that this structure has a reinforced concrete frame.  A slightly projecting frieze and end 
piers surround the façade and may be evidence of concrete framing within the structure.  Similar projections 
can be found at the second floor level and in supporting piers below.  Windows in the second story have 
industrial steel sash.  Three vehicle entrances, one to a ramp leading upstairs, can be found in the first story.  
The façade is faced in stucco, and no trace remains of the considerable ornament that once existed. 
         (See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 


 
*P4.  Resources Present:            Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District    Other 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 


 
 


(View, date, accession #) 
View looking southwest  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1923; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
1645 PACIFIC AVENUE LLC  
121 N SAN MATEO DR 
SAN MATEO CA  94401  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  December 2009  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  
P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite 
survey report.)     William Kostura.  
Van Ness Auto Row Support 
Structures.  San Francisco 


Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   2    of   5      Resource Identifier: 1645-1661 Pacific Avenue  
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date   December 2009    Continuation      Update 
 
 
Description (continued): 
 
The western portion of this building, at 1661 Pacific, is one story in height and faced in stucco.  The 
structure seems to be primarily reinforced concrete, but there is also steel framing visible near the front.  
The composition consists of a single large vehicle entrance surrounded by plain end piers supporting a 
beam.  The façade is topped by a single course of imitation clay tiles, a thin, molded cornice, and a 
decorative frieze with alternating Greek key patterns and rosette panels. 


 


 
 


View looking southeast.  #1645 is at left, and #1661 is at right. 
 


 
 


Detail of 1661 Pacific (at left; an unrelated structure is at right)
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   5      *NRHP Status Code  6Z  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1645-1661 Pacific Avenue  
B1. Historic Name:    
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    auto repair shop       B4.  Present Use:  auto repair shop and parking garage  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Probably built in 1923.  The façade of #1645 was altered at an unknown date (1950s or later). 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   August Headman  b. Builder:  unknown  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    n/a  Property Type    auto repair shop  Applicable Criteria   n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History 
 


This building has a complex construction history that is not fully understood.  In 1913 a one-story 
brick stable stood on this lot.  In 1918 that building was divided into two parts, a stable (where #1645 
is today) and an auto repair shop (where #1661 is today).  In December 1922 the owner, attorney 
Adolph A. Tiscornia, applied to make an alteration and addition to that building.  That building permit 
application was withdrawn, to be replaced in January 1923 by a new permit application for a two-story 
building, designed by August Headman, to be used as a garage and paint shop.  It is uncertain whether 
the current structure at 1645 Pacific was an all-new building built in 1923 or an addition to the older 
building.  It is also uncertain whether the one-story structure at #1661 is a remodeling of the 1918 auto 
repair shop or a newer structure.  Both parts of 1645-1661 Pacific have always had a common 
ownership, and they are shown in the 1948 Sanborn insurance map as a single structure of two linked 
parts, and thus it seems best to evaluate both parts together, as a single building. 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 4.) 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #113296 (Jan. 1923), filed under “1645 Pacific”; the 


measurements given = SS Pacific, 123’ E Van Ness, 100’ x 125’. 
(Sketch map with north arrow required) 


Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, and PT&T reverse 
directory listings for occupants of this building, 19-1964 


1918 Sanborn insurance map: a vacant stable at #1649-1653 (wood 
frame?); auto repair at #1661 


1948 Sanborn insurance map: #1645-1649 (auto whse, reinforced 
concrete) is joined to #1661. 


Assessor’s negative, SF History Center, SFPL (block 595, #s 7&8) 
B13. Remarks: 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  December 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI/Trinomial   
CONTINUATION SHEET 
Page   4    of   5      Resource Identifier: 1645-1661 Pacific Avenue   
Recorded by    William Kostura  *Date    December 2009     Continuation      Update 
 
 
History (continued) 
 
A ca. 1940s or 1950s photograph of this building can be found at the San Francisco History Center of 
the Main Library (see Assessor’s negatives, block 595, #s 7 and 8).  It shows #1645 as having an 
elaborately decorated façade, proving that that portion of the building has been drastically altered since 
then.  It was different in style from #1661, which was then as it is today. 
 
Some occupants of the building from 1923 through 1964 are known.  They include: 
 


1923-1928:  Peters and Co., motor, chassis, and body work (at #1645) 
1923-1925:  Mark West, auto repair (at #1661) 
1927-1928:  Universal Jack and Hoist (#1645) 
1927-1928:  Western Radiator and Fender (#1645) 
1933:  Alton Garage (#1645) 
1933:  Andrew J. Nelson, auto repair (#1661) 
1936-1940:  Pacific Van Ness Garage (#1645) 
1940:  Short’s Auto Reconstruction (#1661) 
1946 and 1953:  occupants unknown; no listings for either address in directories 
1957-1959:  Van’s Body Shop (#1645) 
1961:  Reynolds C. Johnson, body shop and storage 
1964:  Carlsen-Klemn Body Shop (#1645) 


 
To summarize, this building had mostly auto repair uses over the years, although #1645 held a public 
garage during at least 1933-1940.  The two structures may have had shared or common use during the 
1950s-1960s, although they have separate occupants today. 
 
Integrity 
 
The portion at #1645 Pacific has been heavily altered and has thus lost integrity.  The portion at 1661 
Pacific, if considered separately, is unaltered and retains integrity of location, design, materials, 
workmanship, setting, feeling, and association.   
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
Due to the façade alteration at #1645, that portion of the building has no potential for historic 
significance under California Register criteria 1, 2, or 3.  Because #1645 occupies 80% of the building’s 
footprint and almost 90% of the total façade area, the same is true for the building as a whole. 
 
The portion of the building at 1661 Pacific could be considered separately.  Its history, however, is 
unremarkable, and no separate occupants are known for that address after 1940 and through 1964. It thus 
lacks significance under criteria 1 and 2.  The façade is intact, but architecturally it is modest, and of 
little interest.  It does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 3. 
 








State of California — The Resources Agency   Primary #    
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial    
    NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 Other Listings       
 Review Code    Reviewer     Date    


Page   1    of   7      *Resource Name or #:  (Assigned by recorder)  1650-1660 Pacific Avenue  
 
P1. Historic name of building (if any):         Kay’s Garage        
P2. Location:    *a: County   San Francisco   Not for Publication  Unrestricted 
 *b. USGS 7.5' Quad       Date        T        ; R        ;          ¼  of           ¼ of Sec          ;      B.M. 
 c. Address       1650-1660 Pacific Avenue    City     San Francisco   Zip     94109  
 d. UTM:  Zone                   ;                            mE/          mN              *e.  Assessor’s parcel #:  Block 574, lot 12 
  
*P3a.  Description:  (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 


 


This two-story, reinforced concrete, building fills its lot, which measures 69’-3” in width along 
Pacific Avenue by 127’-8” (minus a notch in the rear) in depth.  The surface of the building is 
covered with stucco that has been scored to resemble masonry.  In composition, the façade is divided 
by piers into three bays of equal width.  The corners of these piers are chamfered, and these 
chamfered edges rise to become part of the Tudor window moldings in the second story.  In the first 
story, replacement metal window sash and entrance frames, and a roll-up vehicle door, fill the 
original openings.  The bulkhead in the storefront area appears to be original. 
 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 2.) 
 


*P3b  Resource Attributes:  ___ HP8 –  industrial building_________                    _________  
 


*P4.  Resources Present:           
 Building   Structure   Object  
 Site   District   Element of 


District    Other 


 
 


 
P5b.  Description of Photo: 
(View, date, accession #) 
View looking north  
June 2009  
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Source:   Historic 


 Prehistoric  Both 
1921; building permit  
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
CREDIT SHELTER TRUST-TR C  
50 CALIFORNIA ST #1900 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111  
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address) 
William Kostura  
P. O. Box 60211  
Palo Alto, CA  94306  
*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  December 2009  
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
  intensive  


P11.  Report Citation*:  (Cite survey report.)     William Kostura.  Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures.  San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, 2010.  
*Attachments:  NONE   Location Map   Sketch Map   Continuation Sheet   Building, Structure and Object Record 


 Archaeological Record   District Record   Linear Feature Record   Milling Station Record   Rock Art Record 
 Artifact Record   Photograph Record   Other (List) 
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Description (continued) 
 
In the second story, windows have gently pointed Tudor arches and are covered by drip moldings that 
terminate in foliated knobs.  As mentioned above, the inside edge of these moldings descend to become 
the chamfered edges of the building’s main piers.  Each of these windows is divided by thick mullions 
into three parts.  These mullions are original, while the window sash within the openings is of 
replacement metal.  Spandrels filling the area above the arches are paneled in light relief. 
 
A castellated parapet stretches across the top of the building and is decorated with short, incised lines at 
the center of each bay.  A cornice the width of the building can be found at the base of the parapet.  It is 
plain except for shields placed at the division of the bays.  From each shield, foliated ornament rises into 
the parapet area and drops into the area between the windows.   


 
 


 
 


Detail of the top of the building
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION   HRI #    
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   3    of   7      *NRHP Status Code  3CS  
 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1650-1660 Pacific Avenue  
B1. Historic Name:  Kay’s Garage  
B2.  Common Name:    
B3. Original Use:    public garage       B4.  Present Use:  offices  
*B5. Architectural Style:  Classical Revival  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
  Built in 1921.  Window and entrance openings altered at an unknown date. 
 
*B7. Moved?    No      Yes    Unknown Date:     Original Location:    
*B8. Related Features: 
    none 
 
B9a. Architect:   O’Brien Brothers  b. Builder:  Fred L. Hansen  
*B10. Significance:  Theme   automobile industry  Area   San Francisco  
 Period of Significance    1921-1964  Property Type    public garage  Applicable Criteria   1, 3  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity.) 
 
History -- Introduction 
 


This building was built in 1921 as an investment for Louis R. Lurie, a prominent real estate developer 
of the time, to designs by the O’Brien Brothers, architects.  Over the next 43 years this building had a 
history of use as a public garage, an auto repair shop, and a wholesale auto parts and accessories store. 
 
The O’Brien Brothers, architects 
 
O’Brien Brothers consisted of Walter J., Albert L. and Arthur T. O’Brien, and practiced in San 
Francisco from 1907 through 1935.  In 1925, after the deaths of his brothers, Walter J. O’Brien began 
working with Wilbur D. Peugh; the firm ultimately became known as “O’Brien Brothers and Wilbur 
D. Peugh.” 


(See Continuation Sheet, page 3.) 
 


B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)       
 
*B12. References: 
Building permit #100896 (September 15, 1921) (Sketch map with north arrow required) 
Crocker-Langley and Polk’s city directory, PT&T reverse directory, 


and PT&T yellow pages listings for occupants of this building, 
1922-1964 


1929 Sanborn insurance map (“Waldorf Garage”, capacity 75 cars) 
 
B13. Remarks: 
 
*B14. Evaluator:  William Kostura   
Date of Evaluation:  December 2009  
 


(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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The O’Brien Brothers, architects 
 
O’Brien Brothers had a diversified practice concentrating on industrial and commercial buildings, but 
also including many apartment buildings and residences.  Auto related buildings were only a small 
percentage of their output, but it might be accurate to say that they made a specialty of designing this 
building type.  O’Brien Brothers, in fact, probably designed more buildings for the automobile industry 
than did any other San Francisco architectural firm.  Outside of the study area, their outstanding building 
of this type is the Palace Garage, at 111-127 Stevenson Street (1921).  Other fine garage buildings by 
them include 1419 Pacific Avenue (1913-1914), 525 Jones Street (1922), and 640 O’Farrell Street 
(1924).  Their Pickwick Hotel at 5th and Mission (1925) included a bus depot. 
 
Within the study area, O’Brien Brothers designed two auto showrooms, at 1601 Van Ness (1912-1913; 
demolished) and 1600-1630 Van Ness (1913; partially altered), plus several public garages.  The latter 
group include the Jackson Garage at 1641 Jackson (1914), Kay’s Garage at 1660 Pacific (1921), the 
Grand Central Garage at 66 Page (1924), and the Kern Garage at 1700 Pine (1925). 
 
These buildings were designed in prevailing styles such as Classical Revival and Tudor Revival that 
were adapted to automotive needs.  Wide expanses of industrial steel sash windows allowed generous 
amounts of light for automotive work and gave these buildings a functional or industrial feeling that was 
enlivened by the historical ornament. 
 
Three of these garages are Tudor Revival in style and have three-bay compositions, and thus are 
markedly similar to each other, though they are not copies.  These include 640 O’Farrell, 66 Page, and 
1650-1660 Pacific.  The former has the best integrity, retaining its original widow sash; the second of 
these has new window sash that matches the original, and the last – the building being evaluated here – 
has non-original sash that does not match the original. 
 
Several of O’Brien Brothers’ auto-related buildings have been demolished or heavily altered.  These 
include 401-425 Fourth Street (1912), 1360 Eddy Street (1921), 626-628 Golden Gate Avenue (1925-
1926), and 140 Hayes Street (1928).  Other works of theirs may exist that have not come to light. 
 
This section dwells at some length on the architects because the O’Brien Brothers was a very important 
architectural firm, and their specialty in designing garages and other automobile-related buildings is 
particularly relevant to this report.  To recapitulate, approximately ten of O’Brien Brothers’ buildings for 
the automobile industry are known to still stand.  Eight have high integrity, one (the subject building) 
has lost its original window sash and doors but is otherwise fairly intact, and one has been altered more 
severely. 
 
History – Occupants 
 
This building was used either as a public garage or an auto repair shop, and usually as both, for its first 
23 years.  As a garage, it had a capacity of 75 automobiles, according to the 1929 Sanborn map.  
Subsequently, this building was occupied by a wholesale auto parts and accessories store.  The list of 
occupants is as follows: 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Occupants (continued) 


 
1922-1924:  Waldorf Garage.  In addition to parking, it offered washing, polishing, and towing services “day 
and night,” and sold accessories.  The proprietors at this time are unknown. 
 
1924:  Barsotti (Julius G.) and Stiavetti (Hugo), auto repair shop.  They shared this building with the Waldorf 
Garage. 
 
1925-1929:  West (Mark) and Kay (Chester H.).  They usually listed their business a garage, but for one year 
(1925) listed it as an auto repair shop.  They may have offered both services this entire period. 
 
1930-1942:  Kay’s Garage and Kay’s Auto Repair, proprietor Chester H. Kay.  As the two names imply, 
Kay’s business had a dual role as a garage and auto repair shop during these years (as revealed in his yellow 
pages listings).  It is likely that he offered parking and light servicing on one level of the building and heavier 
repairs on the other floor, though this division of space is not known for certain. 
 
1941-1944: Robert A. Farris, auto repair shop.  He shared this building with Kay for the first two years.  After 
1944 he changed the name and nature of his business to: 
 
1945-1954: Automotive Sales Company, Robert A. Farris, proprietor.  This was a wholesale auto parts and 
accessories store.  His ads in the yellow pages state that he sold shock absorbers, clutches, front end parts, gas 
and oil lines, brass fittings, fuel pumps, coil springs, thermostats, etc.  In 1946, at least, he not only distributed 
such parts, he refurbished some of them as well, advertising “clutch service,” “pressure plates rebuilt,” “disc 
relined,” and “fly wheel regrinding.”  Perhaps because he repaired such parts he ran a second listing in the 
yellow pages under auto repair during all these years. 
 
1955-1960:  vacant 
 
1961-1964:  Tom Dunne Auto Body Repairs. 


 
In sum, this was a garage for 20 years, and for most of that time auto repair services were offered as 
well.  This building also served as an auto repair shop only for additional seven years.  Finally, it was a 
wholesale auto parts store, with some repair service performed as well, for another ten years.  The total 
auto-related use (garage, auto repair, and parts sales) of this building through 1964 was 37 years. 
 
History – Context 
 
Within the study area of this report, twenty-two buildings have had at least ten years of use as a public 
garage.  Like 1650-1660 Pacific, most of these buildings were also occupied by auto repair shops for 
several years or more.  For purposes of comparison with 1650-1660 Pacific: 
 


Twelve of these buildings had over 20 years of use as a garage, and at least 30 years of combined 
garage and auto repair use. 
 
1650-1660 Pacific had 20 years of use as a garage, and 27 years of combined garage and auto repair 
use. 


(Continued next page.) 
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History – Context (continued) 
 


Two buildings had over ten and less than 20 years of use as a garage, and over 20 years of combined 
garage and auto repair use. 
 
Four buildings had from 13 to 18 years of total garage and auto repair shop use. 
 
Three buildings have been extensively altered and thus have lost integrity. 


 
In addition to the garages that remains standing, well over a dozen garages (no definite count has been 
made) in the study area have been demolished. 
 
Integrity 
 
The window sash and frames and the entrances to this building have all been altered within the original 
openings.  The façade of this building is otherwise intact, and the building clearly evokes its early use as 
a public garage.  Overall, it retains integrity of location, design, setting, and association, while integrity 
of materials, workmanship, and feeling have been diminished.  
 
Evaluation 
 
This is one of more than 100 buildings along the Van Ness Avenue corridor that have a history as auto-
mobile support structures, and that are being evaluated for possible historic significance according to the 
criteria of the California Register of Historical Resources.  With a few exceptions, these buildings were 
auto showrooms, public garages, auto repair shops, auto parts and supplies stores, and auto painting 
shops.  The time period that is being studied is from the initial years of the automobile industry in San 
Francisco through 1964.  Among the factors that have been considered when evaluating a building are 
its date of construction, its longevity of auto-related use, the importance of its occupants in local auto 
industry history, integrity, and architectural quality.  These factors, and how they apply to evaluations of 
buildings, are discussed in a cover report, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, 1908-1964. 
 
Completed in 1921, this is a moderately early example of a public garage and auto repair shop.  With 20 
years of garage use in its history, it has good longevity in this use.  With 27 years of use as either a 
public garage or an auto repair shop, it has good longevity in these combined uses.  With 37 years of all 
auto-related uses combined (garage, auto repair, and auto parts sales), it has excellent longevity in these 
uses.  The overall integrity of the building is good, for the building still clearly evokes its early uses. 
 
When compared to other surviving garages in this study area, it can be seen that slightly over half of the 
others have a longer history of garage (or garage and auto repair) use, and equal or better integrity.  
1650-1660 Pacific can thus be said to be in the second tier of the study area’s surviving public garages, 
albeit at the top of that second tier.  It is also worth noting that many of the study area’s garages have 
been demolished; and when many examples of a building type have vanished, the survivors become 
more valuable. 


(Continued next page.) 
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Evaluation (continued) 
 
On balance, this building appears to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources under 
Criterion 1, at the local level, for its use as a public garage and auto repair shop.  The Period of 
Significance under for these uses is 1922-1944.  In a broader sense, it is also significant for its overall 
auto-related use (including auto parts sales), with a Period of Significance of 1922-1964. 
 
None of the proprietors in this building’s history emerge as very important in his field.  Chester H. Kay 
and Robert A. Farris are the most interesting, but at present not enough is known about either of them to 
support a finding of significance for this building based on their occupancy of it.  Accordingly, this 
building does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criterion 2. 
 
Architecturally, this building is a fine example of an automobile-related building by the O’Brien 
Brothers, a very important architectural firm in San Francisco’s history.  It is also one of three Tudor 
Revival garages by them.  About seven other auto-related buildings by the O’Brien Brothers, including 
the other two Tudor Revival garages, are better examples of this building type than 1650-1660 Pacific is, 
due either to their superior design or their higher integrity.  Seven is not a large number, however, and 
thus, because of the importance of the O’Brien Brothers, this building does appear to be eligible for the 
California Register under Criterion 3.  The Period of Significance under this criterion is 1921, the year 
of construction. 
 
Character defining features 
 
The character defining features of this building are its height and width; the scored stucco surface; the 
Tudor Revival windows with their molded perimeters; the four piers with their chamfered edges; the 
cornice with its decorative shields, and the plaster ornament that ascends or depends from these shields; 
and the castellated parapet with its incised lines. The modern metal window sash and door frames are 
not contributing features to this building. 
 





